DONNING & DOFFING SEQUENCE WITH WASHABLE GOWN

DONNING

In hallway

- Perform hand hygiene.
- Don gown & close snap or tie behind neck (there are two types of gowns).
- Don face shield.
- Don mask. After donning, clean hands if using reused mask.
- Don gloves & ensure cuffs are covered.
- Enter patient room.

DOFFING GOWN & GLOVES

In patient room or ante room (if available)

- Remove gloves.
- Perform hand hygiene.
- Dependent on gown type, unsnap or untie gown behind neck.
- Only touch inside of gown & roll into ball.
- Place gown in soiled linen bin, NOT garbage.
- Exit to hallway.

DOFFING EYE PROTECTION & MASK

In hallway

- Remove shield or eye protection using back strap. Clean with approved disinfectant for reuse and store in a clean, dry place.
- Perform hand hygiene.
- Remove mask using straps from the back of your head.
- For planned re-use, drop in labeled bag.
- Perform hand hygiene again and grab one of the white cuffs with opposite hand and pull over fingers, then repeat with the other cuff.
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